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	 	Building Climate Ready Homes 

home specs	The Where We Build,  
What We Build Project  
This project aims to encourage building or retrofitting 
of homes that are climate-ready, by demonstrating 
that the benefits of doing so outweigh the costs. 

The Where We Build, What We Build project was 
undertaken in the Adelaide Hills and Fleurieu 
Peninsula region. One of the goals of the region is to 
remain liveable, affordable and resilient in the 
changing climate, by better managing climate risks. 

The project is an initiative of Resilient Hills & Coasts, 
delivered by Edge Environment. It was jointly funded 
by the Commonwealth and South Australian 
Governments under the South Australian Disaster 
Resilience Grant Program, and the Insurance Council 
of Australia.  

The benefits of building or retrofitting a home to be 
climate ready outweigh the costs. This climate ready 
home specification will provide increased resilience 
against flood, bushfire and extreme heat compared 
with traditional houses. 

Why increase the resilience of a home? 
Baseline building compliance is inadequate to ensure a 
home is climate resilient. Housing is often poorly sited, 
designed and constructed to account for flood, bushfire 
and extreme heat. 

Vulnerable housing imposes higher living costs and 
reduces community resilience. It can attract higher 
insurance premiums and energy bills and have reduced 
thermal comfort. 

For example, the economic analysis shows that building a 
Climate Ready Home instead of a Contemporary Home will 
save over $36,000. By retrofitting a Lightweight 50s House, 
homeowners can realise benefits valued at up to $76,000. 
This includes upfront, maintenance and operational costs, 
insurance savings and reduced disruption. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples of construction vulnerabilities: 

• Inadequate ventilation of wall cavities 
can lead to deterioration and mould 
growth; however, gap openings more 
than 1.8mm can allow ember entry. 

• A concrete slab on ground is 
preferred for bushfire, while for 
flooding a raised slab is preferred.  

• Fibre cement is recommended when 
retrofitting wall cladding.  Flooding 
can damage fibre cement. However, 
replacement costs can be reduced 
with horizontal installation. 

• Materials that get damaged in 
flooding scenarios like glasswool are 
used as insulation due to lack of 
material resilience knowledge.  

Construction vulnerabilities 

Materials - current residential 
designs do not always consider 
the resilience of materials. 

Assembly - current assembly of 
building elements do not 
always consider high exposure 
to more than one hazard and 
assembly methods for one 
hazard may be incompatible 
with other hazards.  
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	 	New homes  

This climate ready home specification will provide 
increased resilience against flood, bushfire and 
extreme heat compared with traditional houses. It 
includes the recommended elements and materials 
for building a new home.  

For a fully referenced specification, refer to the 
Project Report. 

*  This specification considers riverine flood prone areas, bushfire 
prone areas (Bushfire Attack Level 40) and extreme heat within 
the climate zone 6 according to the Australian Building Code 
Board. This guidance does not address overland flow. Homes 
exposed to overland flow should ensure all adopted 
recommendations comply with overland flow requirements. Not 
all homes may be exposed to all three of these hazards and 
therefore only those materials relevant to a site’s exposure 
should be considered (refer to Bushfire Attack Level). 

 

Zinc Aluminium 
corrugated steel 

Painted fibre 
cement 

Non-
combustible 
eave 
treatment 

Roof structure Zinc 
Aluminium 
corrugated 
steel fascia 

Insulation on 
mesh 

Standard brick wall 
Insulation 

Render / paint 

Standard block wall 

Concrete slab on ground 
with polished concrete 
finish 

New home elements and materials 
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	New home elements and materials 
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Retrofitting 
Recommendations for retrofitting a climate ready 
home differ from those for a new build, due to: 

1. Ease of installation alongside existing 
building elements  

2. Differing material costs depending on the 
type of structure that is being retrofitted 

For a fully referenced specification, refer to the 
Project Report. 

 

Material variants 
Beyond those materials recommended, there may be 
other suitable materials (variants) that can achieve a 
similar resilience rating to the hazards in question. To 
find out more about the resilience of other materials, see 
the Material Resilience factsheet or Project Report.  

Additional considerations  
Beyond materials, there are other elements that should 
be taken into account when designing a climate ready 
home, including gaps in the building exterior, roof 
assembly, ground floor structure design, roof and wall 
system R- value, floor height, structural soundness and 
continued function of components, Bushfire Attack Level 
(BAL), siting, proximity to vegetation, water supply and 
passive design. Refer to the Project Report for more 
information. 

Raising the standard 
Substantial research on flood, bushfire and heat resilient 
building materials exists, but an accepted set of 
standards has not been fully developed and integrated 
into planning and building codes. Baseline compliance is 
currently inadequate to ensure climate resilience. 

Lowering insurance premiums 
The insurance industry uses hazard maps, and 
information on construction materials and design, to 
judge the probability and size of an insurance claim 
arising from climate hazards. This information is used to 
set premiums. We can expect insurance premiums to 
rise in the future, as hazard exposure increases. 
Examples of this already exist in South Australia. 
Building a climate resilient home will help to keep 
insurance premiums low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insulation 

Standard brick wall 

Paint 
Concrete slab on 
ground with polished 
concrete finish 

Fibre cement 

Framing 
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	Retrofit elements and materials 	
	

This project was jointly funded by the Commonwealth and South Australian Governments under the South Australian Disaster 
Resilience Grant Program, and the Insurance Council of Australia.  The views and findings of this project are expressed 
independently and do not necessarily represent the views of the funding bodies. 
	


